4l80e neutral safety switch wiring

Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of 4l60e neutral safety switch wiring diagram. A wiring
diagram is a simplified traditional photographic depiction of an electric circuit. It reveals the
components of the circuit as streamlined shapes, as well as the power as well as signal links
between the devices. A wiring diagram normally gives info regarding the relative setting as well
as arrangement of tools as well as terminals on the gadgets, in order to help in structure or
servicing the gadget. A pictorial representation would reveal extra detail of the physical look,
whereas a wiring diagram utilizes a more symbolic symbols to emphasize affiliations over
physical look. A wiring diagram is usually used to fix problems and to earn certain that all the
connections have been made and also that every little thing is existing. Collection of 4l60e
neutral safety switch wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your
computer by right clicking on the image. A first look at a circuit representation may be complex,
however if you could check out a subway map, you can check out schematics. The function is
the same: obtaining from factor A to point B. Literally, a circuit is the path that permits
electricity to circulation. Voltage: Measured in volts V , voltage is the pressure or pressure of
electrical power. This is normally supplied by a battery such as a 9V battery or mains electrical
power, the electrical outlets in your house operate at V. Outlets in other countries run at a
different voltage, which is why you require a converter when traveling. Current: Current is the
flow of electrical energy, or even more particularly, the flow of electrons. It is measured in
Amperes Amps , and could just stream when a voltage supply is connected. Resistance:
Determined in Ohms R or O , resistance defines just how easily electrons could stream via a
material. Materials such as gold or copper, are called conductors, as they quickly allow flow of
motion low resistance. Plastic, wood, and air are instances of insulators, hindering the motion
of electrons high resistance. DC Straight Existing. DC is a continual circulation of existing in
one instructions. DC can flow not simply with conductors, yet semi-conductors, insulators, and
also even a vacuum cleaner. Air Conditioner Alternating Current. In AC, the circulation of
existing occasionally rotates in between two instructions, frequently developing a sine wave.
The frequency of Air Conditioner is determined in Hertz Hz , as well as is usually 60 Hz for
electricity in household and organisation objectives. Now s the enjoyable things. Completing an
electric design degree and afterwards obtaining a task in the area means you will certainly see a
great deal a great deal a lot of these schematics. It s vital to recognize exactly what is
happening with these. While they could and also will certainly obtain very complicated, these
are simply a few of the common graphics to obtain your footing on. Whenever you identify your
certain field of electrical design, you could see more complex diagrams as well as icons. You ll
learn likewise that various countries use various signs. I also recently turned on the torque
converter clutch to activate in overdrive. Everything is working perfectly and shifts just like it
should. As the subject says. This is for those guys who are running MegaSquirt, carb or
something other than a factory computer for their engines. I Dale Follett can write up how to
make it work on a 4L60e too if theirs enough interest into it. This could easily be done by
swapping around the entire engine computer and harness back to a factory style PCM, BUT my
car is wired up with MegaSquirt 2 and I like its features. HP tuners interface or someone who
has a HP tuners interface. Does not matter if it was a 4L60E or 4L80E BUT having a computer
that ran your transmission from the factory from the junkyard is easier. All your normal wiring
crap. Soldering Iron, wire strippers, electrical tape or if you want to be fancy heat shrink, wire,
etc. The rest of the PCM's inputs come from the transmission itself. Biggest thing here is PCM
selection. Example, my firebird setup is running a 4. If your running a older style small block
chevy you would need a PCM out of a chevy express van and setup the engine for the same
crankshaft position sensor and wheel to get the correct RPM input into the PCM. The next thing
is TPS. For those of you who are looking into doing this for your carburated setups, you'll need
to fabricate a mount onto your carb for a TPS sensor. Now on how to wire it in. Their are no
pre-made wiring harness' for this so you will have to make your own harness. I go by pinout
count and connector pin counts to do my wiring harness' because the wiring colors may be
different from make and model vehicle your swapping parts around. The Blue connector is
referred to as C1 and the Red connector is referred to as C2. If you want a "Check Transmission
Light" or more commonly known as a check engine light for your transmission. This could be
wired to the ground side of a small light bulb to notify you the PCM has a code in it for
something wrong with transmission function. This needs relayed to work correctly. C1 Blue
Connector Pin 33 needs 12vdc key on power until you press on the brake pedal, which then it
needs no power or ground applied to that computer pin to let the computer know it needs to
release the torque converter clutch. A bosch single pole double throw relay would work great
for this. Ground 85, Wire pin 86 to your 12vdc from your brake switch to your brake light wire.
Apply key on 12vdc power to pin 30, then wire C1 Blue Connector Pin 33 to 87a. Your torque
converter clutch should release now with the brakes applied. Because the Transmission

connector isnt as clearly marked as the PCM connectors are, heres a diagram. It is a nice safety
feature, but not required. The tune file in the PCM must be setup for the engine or crankshaft
position sensor wheel currently equipped on the engine in order for it to get a proper RPM
signal input. If you run it just as is from a junkyard, It will A: go into anti-theft mode because
VATS is still enabled, B: go into transmission limp mode and C: possibly not work at all
depending what application you pulled your computer out of. I had to get another tune file with
the same OS operating system my PCM has that had a 4L80e transmission originally so I could
segment swap the transmission and transmission diagnostics segments over to my tune file. I
currently have not found a work around to be able to use this feature. If I do find a way, I will
update this wiki page. Those are the required settings that need changed over in order for the
PCM to function as a stand alone transmission controller and actually shift the 4L80E
transmission correctly. The last of the settings will be dependent on your particular setup.
These settings are:. These are the ones you'll need to modify for your particular setup to make
the transmission shift at the right speed and MPH. This isnt a big issue because you can work
around it in the Shift Speed tables. I will update this wiki when this is diagnosed and corrected.
Its actually working as its supposed to. I am not running a IAC valve and modified my throttle
body for a adjustable idle screw. So its working correctly. I Dale Follett will NOT be held
responsible or liable for any damage done to your vehicle due to the results of this modification.
Search this site. Next is the Tune File The tune file in the PCM must be setup for the engine or
crankshaft position sensor wheel currently equipped on the engine in order for it to get a proper
RPM signal input. And as always the disclaimer. Report abuse. Google Sites. It shows the
components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the gift and signal links amid the devices. A
wiring diagram usually gives recommendation approximately the relative incline and
arrangement of devices and terminals on the devices, to back up in building or servicing the
device. A pictorial diagram would behave more detail of the innate appearance, whereas a
wiring diagram uses a more figurative notation to put emphasis on interconnections over living
thing appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to make distinct
that all the contacts have been made and that all is present. Architectural wiring diagrams
achievement the approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and
steadfast electrical services in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown
approximately, where particular receptacles or fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring
diagrams use usual symbols for wiring devices, usually alternative from those used upon
schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not isolated piece of legislation where something is
to be installed, but plus what type of device is creature installed. For example, a surface ceiling
spacious is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling open has a interchange symbol, and a
surface fluorescent lively has unorthodox symbol. Each type of switch has a swap tale and
therefore attain the various outlets. There are symbols that produce a result the location of
smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required
by the electrical inspection authority to assume connection of the address to the public
electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will as a consequence count panel schedules for
circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special services such as flame alarm or
closed circuit television or supplementary special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely
essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures
basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any
personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to
function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other
embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve
your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept
Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your
experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. It has you drill from 14 into If torque signal fluid builds up too much pressure
tune. Worn valve. Epc, etc then it will unseat the trans go ball and exhaust the fluid. This way
you don't build up too much pressure and blow out snap rings or seals etc. It's a bad mod
because if the transgo ball doesn't seal perfectly It doesn't really fix anything and there's a big
risk to break shit. Moral of the story They were also known to have a crappy connector that
passes through the case. Most have had them updated by now, but there are still some that

haven't and might need replacing. They also have larger overdrive roller clutch, usually came
with a 16 element sprag instead of the 36 element. These early transmission also did not have
mounting holes for the manual lever position switch MLPS ie. It has an updated EPC electronic
pressure control solenoid. Some also had a longer shift shaft for the MLPS. Also uses the
bellhousing bolt pattern of previous years. Your other option is, if you're going with an
aftermarket torque converter anyways, is to have the torque converter made with the correct
offsets and mounting pads to bolt up to the stock 4. Circle D can do this no problem. Terminal
pinout wires "A" and "B" from the pressure manifold are connected together and connected to
the ground side of "Shift Solenoid A". Terminal pinout wire " C" from the pressure manifold is
connected to the ground side of "Shift Solenoid "B". This will power up the shift solenoids as
well as the lock up solenoid. If you want to lock the converter you must run the Brown Wire on
the outside of the trans through a toggle switch to chassis ground. Note: They are straight
thread without the taper normal pipe thread has. If you're going to tear the trans down to a bare
case and actually build the thing The transgo kit does 2 main things The direct clutch is used in
3rd gear and also for reverse. The apply piston for this clutch is divided into two chambers. In
reverse, it uses both chambers and gets full apply force. In 3rd, it only uses one chamber To
dual feed Or you can tap the center support and install a set screw. Make sure the set screw is
below flush otherwise the center support won't seal against the case and you'll have a
nightmare. For increasing the pressure, use a sonnax brand boost valve. The "4L80e-LB1" is the
part number you want. If making LESS than 1khp If making more than 1khp Another important
area to improve is the intermediate clutch snap ring. The stock ring is flimsy and weak. Use a
snap ring from a Torque Flite Drill the separator plate. I've attached the transgo plate picture so
you can see which hole is for which gear. Don't take these numbers as gospel If you block
accumulators As a side note If nothing else It is by far the most important as it controlls the
pressure of the trans. So just replace it Speaking of accumulators The first option is the easiest
and most foolproof They're not that expensive and they work great every time. If you don't want
to buy one, you can tap the stock accumulator housing and block the feed holes with a set
screw. The bore without the pin is for 3rd. The hole with the pin is for 4th. Ideally, you would
have the pump and valve body vacuum tested The kit will do 5 valve bodies Also, in the pump,
drill this hole. It provides better lube flow So, you'll run cooler, have better lube, keep the
converter happy, etc. As a rule of thumb Jakes performance has a budget friendly billet shaft.
FTI has a good unit at a good price. Just make sure the dipstick reads correctly. Get the trans in
and bolted up to the cross member Scribe a line on the stick if the existing line is not accurate.
It doesn't matter if you get a "madman" or a lokar or some other dollar dipstick Honestly this is
one of the biggest killer of fwd and int clutches and it's ridiculous not to take the time to do this
verification step. Search this site. HD2 kit Update and caution recently we had a discussion on
the sloppy page and people pointed out to me to not perform this mod "Grady Farrer: It's to
solve over pressure conditions. Gear Ratio:. Wiring Conversion:. Tips for building a 4l80e
without the HD2 Kit By Grady : If you're going to tear the trans down to a bare case and actually
build the thing Report abuse. Google Sites. Login or Sign Up. Logging in Remember me. Log in.
Forgot password or user name? Previous 1 2 template Next. Posts Latest Activity Photos. Page
of 2. Filtered by:. I know Big Al just got the 4L80E for his build. Our Work van is the express
This is the fourth Neutral Safety switch I am changing. First one was discount store, no choice,
bad weather needed the van. That one lasted 30 days. That one lasted about 6 months. Rock
Auto didnt have AC Delco anymore, so went with the Standard since it cost most thought it was
better made. What the hell happens to this thing? Anyone had a similar situation? Anyone know
the wiring to splice in a toggle switch? Thought it could be an added Kill for switch for the
builds, or just bypass this damn thing for when it doesnt fire in the snow so I dont have to get it
towed to the shop. Last edited by anotheridiot ; March 3, , AM. Tags: None. March 3, , AM. I
haven't had that unfortunate experience, but I will be paying close attention to this thread. We
have a '06 Express passenger, hope it doesn't start puking switches! Of all the paths you take in
life - make sure a few of them are dirt. Comment Post Cancel. March 5, , AM. I would replace the
connectors that plug into the switch, you're probably getting to much resistance and it's
burning up the switch. The Green Machine. Originally posted by Beagle View Post. Some folks
won't put together a connection without it. I never have, just curious. Originally posted by
anotheridiot View Post. At least that way you can enter the vin number and get the actual part
that should have come with the truck. Dont know how far away they are, so there is probably
time to find the connectors. This neutral safety switch is the no start, shift indicator on dash
electronic and it also lights the reverse lights at the transmission. I really dont know why they
did it, with column shift the standard rotating column. We had questionable wiring at the top
side speed sensor connections, never had any discoloration at the connectors. March 5, , PM.
Here's a couple of wiring diagrams for the two connectors on the switch. March 6, , AM. I know

the switch is the reason the truck wont start because the shift indicator goes to a gear other
than P or N. Turning the key and moving the column shift does nothing for the lights. Does it
look to you like those are the range signals on the 4 prong connector or something in the ECM?
I just wonder because it looks like getting power to either B or G would allow the starter circuit
to engage, where going C to E would just bypass the entire shift mechanism, but if that ground
is not picked up thru the switch to the ECM the rest of the circuit might not allow the truck to
run. I just go back to that POS toyota I was working on, when I put power to the temperature
switch the starter turned. Wouldnt run, but starter engaged and turned. I guess I will back probe
to jump and figure out where I can bypass this when it wont start, because some of the problem
might not be in the switch at all, but wiring to the ECM. Still made in mexico like the water
pumps. March 7, , AM. Looked like there was moisture inside, sprayed the old connectors, let
them dry, added the dielectric grease too. Last edited by anotheridiot ; March 7, , AM. March 9, ,
AM. So it seems its just that connector which is closer to the ground and "only" the So I guess
thats lesson I should have learned before I changed out the first switch and the first place for
anyone to look when the indicator goes haywire. Makes sense that the neutral safety switch is
not bad since it did not start in 2, but you have these encased and hermetically sealed circuit
boards out in the weather I guess first gut feeling is its bad. Probably just unplugging the
connectors and plugging them back in is enough to move the shorted wires out of each others
way so you get the sense the switch fixed it. July 3, , AM. Jeez this is unbelievable. Dan Barlow.
July 3, , PM. The more I hear about 87 and up cars the less I like 'em. All rights reserved. Yes No.
OK Cancel. Privacy Terms. Quick links. The engine harness for my 8. Because I am attempting
to integrate this drivetrain into my '97 Tahoe with the 4L60E configuration, I need to fully
understand the wiring differences between the two. The 4-pin connector C2 seems to be wired
the same. I'm not sure how to tell if I have that or not. My dash has the standard PRNDL display
along the bottom, which, I assume, are lit up according to the shifter position. It may be
illustrated in the transmission volume of the Helm Manual, which I do not have. F - Lt Grn,
circuit 24 G - Yellow, circuit? I tried ohming out the switch itself to confirm the logic. I can get
the expected response from the 4-pin connector, but I can't get any closed conditions on the
7-pin connector on the pins that I expect, so it's not helping me much. It doesn't help that the
switch itself has no markings as to the rotational positions. My reading of the 4WD transfer case
logic on the GMT leads me to believe that it does not require the same interlock logic that the
GMT uses, since the circuit on the transfer case controller has no direct inputs from the tranny
position switch. Perhaps the PCM is passing through the tranny selector switch state to the
transfer case? I'm thinking that a bunch of the information I need related to the GMT setup is in
the tranny Helm manual, which I don't have. Any info is appreciated. James raised another
question for me. James indicated they might be different. They look the same, the connectors
look identical - I just assumed they were the same. They are supposedly from a 4L80E. To
further confuse matters, it appears as though these pics are reversing the connector callouts
relative to my manual. I will confirm when I get a chance, but I'm pretty sure my manual is
calling the 4-pin connector C2 and the 7-pin connector C1. These pics are the opposite.
Anyhow,
gregorys car manuals
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1985 ford alternator wiring diagram2006 toyota tacoma wiring diagram
this is the information I think I need to complete my wiring strategy. It looks like the pins that
are different between the two trannys' switches are doing the same thing in each case, so I don't
think I need to worry about it. If I match wire color at the point of use e. It shows the pin A not
being used, as mine does. Voltage to the control side of the Starter Relay will close the relay
and engage the starter. I think this allows you to only engage the front differential and the 4WD
Lo on the transfer case if the truck is in Park or Neutral. Incidentally, Circuit is spliced off for
use in the next circuit logic as well. It is spliced after C Voltage to the solenoid will retract the
pin which allows the shifter to be physically moved out of Park. Yes, this is the same as the
BTSI. If anyone is looking to understand the differences between the GMT and as far as these
connectors are concerned, I am hopeful that this will help. Pin D is a Black wire, Circuit and is
connected to ground.

